La Belle for the TGA show: Elegant, Value-Priced Luggage with a French Twist
The Cassis Collection from Jump® Paris Luggage
Booth #3155

Give your traveling customers a getaway from boring, ubiquitous luggage—with an exquisite piece of French-designed luggage from the Jump® Paris Cassis Collection.

Jump Paris, a family-owned boutique luggage firm, is well-known throughout Europe for its sophisticated, quality, reasonably-priced luggage, which recently became available in the U.S.

The Cassis Collection delivers a chic, slightly-retro look, combining sleek design with chrome accents and full-grain leather handles and trim. It’s easy on the eye and a pleasure to handle.

Cassis lightweight uprights feature Makrolon® German polycarbonate reinforced shells, plus four dual spinner wheels for easy rolling. Inside, you’ll find Jump’s signature world map lining.

Cassis is available in a 22" carry-on case, 26" packing case and 30" packing case, surprisingly priced at $350, $415, and $475 respectively. They’re available in Black, Red, Khaki and Navy with rich brown leather accents.
The collection also includes coordinating soft-sided bags made of durable, high-density polyester with lux leather trim. Styles include multi-purpose duffel bags ($210-$220), backpacks ($165-$215), totes ($190-$215) and travel kits ($70-$80), available in the same color palette.

JUMP® Paris is exclusively distributed in the United States by the National Luggage Dealer’s Association’s (NLDA) Mosaic Travel World division. It’s available in more than 140 U.S. specialty retail stores and online. Start your journey at jumpparis.com and mosaictravelworld.com.
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